Mace and Mortar Board to Sponsor Greek Sing-Fest

Fischer Jewelry, Pettibone-Beaver Grot Point-

Promised against the classic backdrop of the New Alexander Gymnasium to an outdoor audience seated in the circle in front of the building, twelve flags, all single a cappella, will usher in, in the course of the evening, the Mace and Mortar Board.

Sponsored only by the honorar-

ies. Mortar Board and Mace, the event will be held on May 14 unless not to function as an outside function, in which case the outing will be held by May 21. Sororities and fraternity members will comprise the principal groups.

Recitalist Will Appear April 13

Mu Phi Epsilon Will Sponsor Program by Mrs. E. A. Kidd

Elisabeth Ayres Kidd, well known Chicago lecture-recitalist, will present a program at Mu Phi Epsilon on Thursday, April 13 at 8:20 p.m. in Memorial Chapel. Mrs. Kidd lectured frequently during the last quarter of the year and has given her proteges the opportunity to buy flowers for their caps and gowns before numerous Chicago clubs and educational groups.

Lawn Women Will Lead Males To L.W.A. Frolic

Brinckley to Play at Amaz-

Lawrence women will throw aside their shyness and modesty to become aggressive Amanzas for one night. The history of the Frolic was announced by Mrs. L. A. W. Reutzel on Saturday April 13 in the New Alexander Gymnasium.

Continental Saturday Evening in Hawaii

In Dr. A. A. Trever's final talk last week, he gave a letter from Harriet Biss and Company's edition, James Beriau to the students that since both the college and universities in the West are using the Lawrence program in the Book of History of Ancient Civilization. He added that one Professor of History at the University of Washington remarked that there were many students who, at the end of the first semester when the classes learned that there was no Volume II of the work as yet. Dr. Kid stated further that the text has been universally accepted as the most satisfactory text in ancient history to be published in an outside function.
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Choral Choruses of 150 Voices
In Presentation

On Sunday evening, April 16, the School Cantorum, a group of some 150 voices, combined with the Lawrence College Choir, under the direction of Mr. Ormiston, will present in concert Mendelssohn's "Elijah" under the baton of Don Carl, the conductor of the College orchestra.

Well received

Since its initial concert in 1934, the School Cantorum has become the widely-popular event that it is today. "Elijah," a masterwork of chorale and oratorio, is a frequent part of the Cantorum's performance. It is an annual event in the Cantorum's schedule, and is expected to be well received, as it is known for its high quality and technical precision.

Synopsis of the cantata:

The Cantorom's concert is one of the many events scheduled for the festival season. "Elijah" is an oratorio composed by Felix Mendelssohn, and is known for its lush orchestration and powerful choral sections. The Cantorum is famous for its ability to bring out the emotional depth of the piece, making it a highlight of any performance.

Prof. Ecalp Presents
Martiart, Morals, Customs

Most everyone is, I am sure, acquainted with the famous nonsense poem, "I saw a man upon the stair;" but, for the sake of some of you, let me give it all over in the text as follows:

I saw a man upon the stair,
And I said, "What can he want on such a day?"
And he replied, "I wish he'd go away."

Yes, very many apparently had the same notion on their minds; but, for the sake of the one non-men, who might want to know it, here it is.

I saw a man upon the stair;

Whether one food or another presented to any given individual is to be influenced by will, is absolutely impossible to say. One ingredient, no doubt, is that the one which goes best to the stomach, will have the advantage; but we would not be surprised to learn that the highest vegetable in the world, the most nutritious of all, would be rejected if it did not suit the taste of the individual. In the case of man, the vegetable is not the only thing which goes to the stomach; the mind also has its share. We have seen that the mind is capable of being influenced by will, and that the will is subject to the control of the individual. This is quite evident, and it is in this way that the will is exerted in the selection of food. It is clear, then, that the will is the controlling power, and that the mind is the instrument by which the will is exerted.

Food and drink are not only necessary to the life of the individual, but they are also the means by which the individual is enabled to think, to feel, to act. The mind is the organ by which the individual is enabled to think, to feel, to act. The mind is the organ by which the individual is enabled to think, to feel, to act. The mind is the organ by which the individual is enabled to think, to feel, to act. The mind is the organ by which the individual is enabled to think, to feel, to act. The mind is the organ by which the individual is enabled to think, to feel, to act. The mind is the organ by which the individual is enabled to think, to feel, to act.

The Cantorum's concert is one of the many events scheduled for the festival season. "Elijah" is an oratorio composed by Felix Mendelssohn, and is known for its lush orchestration and powerful choral sections. The Cantorum is famous for its ability to bring out the emotional depth of the piece, making it a highlight of any performance.

A SCOTTISH ORATORIO

by Dr. picks for the concert are:

Evelyn McGettry, B. M. B. E., member of the College orchestra; Irwin Hambly, tenor, Ted E. Linsey, Racine, and the faculty, who is well known as a soloist for the past many years.

The Cantorum's concert is one of the many events scheduled for the festival season. "Elijah" is an oratorio composed by Felix Mendelssohn, and is known for its lush orchestration and powerful choral sections. The Cantorum is famous for its ability to bring out the emotional depth of the piece, making it a highlight of any performance.
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Good Resolutions for Coming Spring Recreess
Sure to End in "7-Up"

Around this time people start asking, "Are you planning to study during vacation?" or "How many books are you taking along?" or "How many hours a day are you going to study?" They plan to read, or that long paper they are going to write, or how they are going to get a job, or where they are going to travel, or that last sleep. Well, we who have dined and done way too many other things for late hours, who have packed their suitcases, while in our hearts we replies to those little angels, "Hi, Hi, that's what you think!" The truth is, what you think is the only good intention. There's always the spring and the boy or girl back home to figure on too. Meanwhile, I haven't the patience now to go on as it all down strike right now Sunday!

Saturday evening the freshman girls and their dates came into their gala spring formal with Tommy Hauptli; corresponding secretaries Thursday night. March 25, Robert Stocker, social; and Albeit Rebecca Briggs was chaperon.

The little black imps will tempt them, and lost will be their good intentions vacation?" or "How many books are you taking along?" or the more dangerous "How many hours a day are you going to study?" The truth is, what you think is the only good intention. There's always the spring and the boy or girl back home to figure on too. Meanwhile, I haven't the patience now to go on as it all down strike right now Sunday!

Thursday evening the freshmen girls and their dates came into their gala spring formal with Tommy Hauptli; corresponding secretaries Thursday night. March 25, Robert Stocker, social; and Albeit Rebecca Briggs was chaperon.

The little black imps will tempt them, and lost will be their good intentions...

Navy Blue Will Lead
Easter Color Parade

"We're in Easter Easter!" with the little strollers on its bright blue hue in the Easter parade.

For an odd notion there's no doubt about the fact that Navy will sure be there. And that means a color for your Easter suit, if you are planning to go to the port of the hat. He'll be in it, too. Really, that doesn't mean you have to go around wearing the paraphernalia of the parade—nay, not at all. The Easter suit is seen in one of the social dailies, "The Baltimore Sun" on the internet. It is seen in one of the social dailies.

The Fashion Contour points to:

No. LX 735: Why Can't We Make Mud Pies Too?

BY JAMES SCHARRINGHAUSEN

Yesterday is, before Confectionary, we slipped out of class early and made our way to the Chapel. As we stood there, idly leaning against one another's shoulders, the kids began to drift break through the doors of the classrooms. It was a scene full of the steps of the Chapel, we watched as the children of the Law student an insight into the way to the games don't last two days. We'd like to know what power gyms are particularly effective if worn there's a shop on the Avenue where...
Listen, MEN!

Avoid body fatigue and loss of energy caused by tired feet. Stop into Educator Shoes for solid comfort and renewed pep.

EDUCATOR SHOES
we carry in sizes 3 to 13.

KINNEY'S
104 E. College Ave.

SPRING!
and
a young man's fancy
turns to the beautiful things in LIFE.

Those beautiful things have ideas too —
about fraternity jewelry of any kind.
We suit all fancies.

MARX
Fraternity Jewelers

J. G. Mohr Piano Tuner Piano Technician for Lawrence College and Conservatory these 21 years

PHOENIX ... for Spring and Fashion completeness

$1.00

PHOENIX PAGE COLORS See the vivid shades ... the self-enchanting tones. Phoenix Hosiery in Fashion Page Colors come in every threadweight for your every occasion ... always with leg smartness.

GEENEN'S

Even the sagiest sage
on the campus isn't too old to play Easter Bunny

Make your Easter gift a box of Schraft's or Johnson's CANDY

BELLING'S DRUG STORE

The high quality of POTTS & WOOD DAIRY PRODUCTS are recognized by Lawrence College. We have supplied Lawrence with our products for many years.

POTTS & WOOD

We cannot write or underwrite your exams, but we CAN UNDERWRITE the success of your plans in life.

The CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE ESTABLISHED 1846 "A Company of Distinction"

G. A. LEMKE CHOICE MEATS and GROCERIES 1220 N. Morrison St. PHONE 5700

Maybe you're a CLITCH like a boy Scat BEAREY foster flowers the real Post 12 RIVERSIDE FLORIST

For efficient and dependable work Call

Patterson Plumbers

EASTER FLOWERS... From...

VANDENBERG GREENHOUSES MARKET GARDEN FLORAL CO.

Beautiful plants and cut flowers, corsages and table decorations. "See Ohbie Novakowski"
or Telephone 1696 Greenhouse, 1107 E. Wis. Ave.
the Easter Parade train at your hometown do your shopping for Spring Clothes then. The merchants with a wide selection of Fashions. Most but not the Easter HURRY! HURRY!

KOLETZKE’S
JAPANESE WOOD BLOCK PRINTS
217 E. College Ave.

KOLETZKE’S
JAPANESE WOOD BLOCK PRINTS
217 E. College Ave.

BUTOW’S BEAUTY SHOP
Have your EASTER DINNER
where dinners are like those back home.
CANDLE GLOW
TEA ROOM
PHONE 585 FOR A TOWN TAXI
10c per person Service Day and Night

- LOOSE LEAF
- NOTE BOOKS
- PAPER and
- FOUNTAIN PENS

Sylvester & Nielsen, Inc.
209 E. College Ave.

EAT, DUNK and BE MERRY-
for tomorrow — and thereafter you will be swamped in books preparing for the good nine-weekers. EVERYBODY can be found at SNIDER’S

HUNDREDS of Hats
The New Easter Shades $1.50 and $4.50

LITTLE PARIS
Hat Shop
310 E. College Ave.

This year—more than ever—you will want A FUR SCARF
From

MEATS OF CHOICE
QUALITY
HOPFENSPERGER’S
MEATS

PHONE: 5308
231 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wisconsin

NO. 1
Victor McLaglen
Frederick Oosterhuis
Donald Woods
in “SEA DEVILS”

NO. 2
The sweethearts of “4th Wardwoman”
Eric Linden
Cecilia Parker
in “GIRL LOVES BOY”
Straubel, Osen, Heltherlock, Burton, Faleide, Bennetts, Kapp, Seegs Get Letters

Barrows Tells Lawrence Men's Club to "Sell Lawrence!"

Right Vikings received their let­ ters Tuesday night at the Lawrence College Men's Club held its annual basketball and football at the Carney Hotel. Elected honorary captain, James H. Taylor, was presented his order by Dr. R. W. Woodard, athletic manager of the team.

The Lawrence College basketball team was awarded the Atlantic Seaboard Conference title, and the football team was accepted in the Mid-West Conference. For those who decline the advancement of college, the inter-conference combination in the Mid-West League received a vote of confidence from the Associated Press.克斯, 76, led the team in leading to n school with a program for those who might be interested in coming to college. He pointed out that a great deal depended on the fact that Lawrence from the Mid-West Conference.

Provident Thomas N. Barrows gave a great deal different from the Mid-West Conference last year. Mr. Barrows proceeded and quoted from "The Nature of a Liberal Col­lege," for athletics develops the point of the hired laborer himself where the general men's average is 1.5. Athletes stand higher than those colleges are all liberal arts and the track squad of Lawrence is placed under the general characteristic. The place of athletics, Mr. Barrows stated, for athletics develops the present policy of active participation in the Mid-West Conference.

"President Barrows Impresses"

Mr. Barrows gave his first official speech to the intercollegiate athletic members of the Men's Club. President Barrows mentioned that a clear and concise talk concerning his plans as to the Lawrence athletic setup and its future. He summed up his idea of what he plans to do in the future of Lawrence College athletics. Speaking on the first point, Mr. Barrows mentioned that he hoped to have some inter-collegiate sports from 1913 when he was a member of the baseball team of that year. The abuses of the present paid-athlete system were worse than ever, mainly because of the general success of professional sports in the big cities. What many people are working to fight is to have a player who is taking a part in the field not for money, but for the joy of the adventure, but in the role of a good boy.

Viking Athletes Leaders

"The most important problem of the philosophical approach is to find an ethical goal and want to be with Dr. Writain's book about "Liberal Col­lege." The foremost concern with athletics, according to him, is the development of the whole man, the person who is working to find in athletics all that is essential for the individual's well being. Lawrence certainly can't be said to be an athletic leader, but it is in the program for that atmosphere to be found anywhere. Lawrence having used the leading fraternity average on the campus.

Alumni-Ball Lawrence -

"Mr. Barrows pointed out that the team is in the position to be satisfied with mediocrity in swimming, in which he expects to win all our meets. And we've got no chance for a championship in baseball and athletics. Mr. Barrows pointed out that he doesn't depend on the alumni attitude to get the support out of the school. He is working to get a school with a program for good men who want a real education. If they are athletes, they are

Kappa Delta Leaks

Pong-Pong Tourney

The intercollegiate pong-tourn­ment is well on its way to Lawrence. Kappa Delta hosted every night at 4:30 and 3:30 p.m. on the common house, a round robin tourney. The scores for last night were as follows:

"Brown" with 12

Kappa Delta

Kappa Alpha Theta

Alpha Delta Pi

Zeta Tau Alpha

Phi Chi Omega

Delta Gamma

Ormary Independents

State Independents

Practice Track Meet Shows Good Vike Prospects

Schubert, Grode Show Well in Contest With U. of Wisconsin

In a practice track and field meet, the first meet of the current season, held at the University of Wis­consin field house last Monday evening, the Vikings stepped out to show that they still have fire that they take to win meets. Although no points were scored by either team, the results show that the Blues are just starting to be the shape for the outdoor season. The old Vike trio of last year, however, is now cut back by the loss of Jerry Hecker. As far as firsts go, though, Schubert and Grode are still in the striding it for the sake. These distance twins should find "easy pickins'" in the Mid-West this year. Mr. Hecker and Mr. Vande Walle is finding steady competition in Joe Graf who took third place last meet, John Fulton, in the mile mile, is now shown his stuff by trimming Ross of DePauw. In the field events it looks like Leech gains in the high jump and the broad jump. "Little Joe" Leech has come back from being the shell around 57 feet.

Couch Demey (above) expects Joe Leech (top above) and Frank Schubert (right) to repeat in the dash and count on these three to be the top honors in track events.

MEN OF THE PAST
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Squash Players Lose Tournament To Purdue Squad

Bullock Receives Consolation Honors in Milwauk­kean Tourney

Last Saturday, Lawrence sent its squash team to the University of Wisconsin for an Intercollegiate Squash tournament. With the scheduled time for the play set for 2:30, the varsity players gathered at the University Club, ready for action, Purdue University being the third team to arrive.

Though there were many schools from all over the Midwest, only 15 entered previously, which made it into a dual match between the two schools. However, the third match Harold Bullock played was just what the captain needed to qualify him for the consolation tournament.

The Lawrence squad played nine singles matches and one doubles match just outclassed by the Purdue team with a score of 15 - 5; 15-7, 15-0, 15-15, 15-0, 0-15, 15-8.

The team's high scorer was A1 Holloway with 20 points. At the other end, John Lucek of Purdue scored 21 points to claim his team's laurels.

Dave Nebel, the third match Harold Bullock played, was just what the captain needed to qualify him for the consolation tournament.

Sport Shorts

**BY JOE KOFFEN**

After returning from the first intercollegiate Singles tennis tournament held at the University of Wisconsin, Harold Bullock (L), won the consolation bracket of the tournament. This is his first year at the University of Wisconsin as a varsity tennis player in the varsity bracket.

The Lawrence tennis team played in a dual match with the University of Wisconsin, making it 15 - 5; 15 - 7, 15 - 0, 15 - 15, 15 - 0, 0 - 15, 15 - 8.

The team's high scorer was A1 Holloway with 20 points. At the other end, John Lucek of Purdue scored 21 points to claim his team's laurels.

Kneick, Ripon 9 9

Buck, Carroll

Dean Trevor of Knox who was gen¬

erally scholarship auditions granted

by that school.

The individual high scores turned

out to be: A1 Holloway 31, Harold Bullock 30, and Lawrence's other high scorer was Al Holloway with 20 points.

National Intercollegiate Squash Tennis Tournament Held at the University of Wisconsin. The tournament was won by the University of Wisconsin with a score of 15 - 5; 15 - 7, 15 - 0, 15 - 15, 15 - 0, 0 - 15, 15 - 8.

The team's high scorer was A1 Holloway with 20 points. At the other end, John Lucek of Purdue scored 21 points to claim his team's laurels.

A couple of spikes in the sport plays last week. In football, Carrollton, not Carroll, won the Mid-West West meet over Carroll. Carroll could never enter such a game. Thus, in his first year as a coach he has been in school with the Lawrence football team. . . .

The individual high scores turned out to be: A1 Holloway 31, Harold Bullock 30, and Lawrence's other high scorer was Al Holloway with 20 points.

**濉 G L E N  P L A I D S  **

Plain or blouse single-breasted styles in attractive greys, tans, blues, and browns. Plain or blouse double-breasted styles in regu­lar game against such Viking stars as assistant football coach.

The individual high scores turned out to be: A1 Holloway 31, Harold Bullock 30, and Lawrence's other high scorer was Al Holloway with 20 points.

**Sport Shorts**

**Alpha Delta Pi Takes Second in Greek Cage Race**

Runners Up to Thetas After Beating Alpha Chi

Second in intercollegiate basketball tournament, won by Kappa Alpha Delta last week, was the Alpha Delta Pi. In the Alpha Delta Pi who defeated the Alpha Chi Omega 33 - 23, Thursday, March 13. The Alpha Chi gained their chance to win second place when they were defeated by an independent on a default, Wednesday, March 12, but the A. D. Pi came back for them and again the inconquerable Bertie Marston led her team to victory with a total of twelve points.

The first half was rather uneventful with the score at the end of the half, 11 to 3, in favor of the A. D. Pi. The third quarter brought new life into the Alpha Chi. It was a fight to the finish from then on, but the A. D. Pi didn't allow them¬selves to be overpowered as well as counted. The final score was 33 to 13 in their favor. The Alpha Chi was under¬standably displeased. Helen Bauer and Lois Cassady, of the Alpha Chi made three baskets. Bertie Marston's notable night, her highest scorer of the season was Al Holloway with seven points.

**Meet the Coach**

COE COLLEGE

Merryl L. Eby

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Coach Eby is known as the dean of Iowa coaches... . Has completed about twenty-three years service as pilot of Kaukow football teams... . Since 1924 has also directed coaches of athletics at Car., . . Seven Midwest conference championship football teams have been developed under his guidance... Won both the title just last fall... Has an all time average of 65 per cent wins for Car College teams against Big Ten, Missouri valley, Midwest, and eastern competition.

In the late nineties Coach Eby was a member of U. of Iowa football team. . . Captained the undefeated Iowa team of 1890. . . Graduated from the U. in 1901. . . In his first year as a coach he worked at Woodbine Normal... Next at West Liberty, Iowa, high school... teams were considered superior for state championship. Having worked at the University of Iowa as assistant football coach... Came to Coe in 1904. . . where he developed his famous "pivot of offense" fullback team... Has been in charge of football at Coe since that date. . . Was appointed to athlet¬ic department chairman thirteen years ago. . . His long and successful record has won him the respect and admiration of all his competi¬tors. . . . It is to his credit and the credit of the administration under which he works that the Kaukow football team is a department of athletics at any college.
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Wisconsin Hires
An Administrator

When Gless Frank was hired, he had made himself a nation'sognor by his lectures; and his writing in the American Mercury. The faculty of the university was not consulted, which is unfortunate, as it proved subsequently to be a bad policy. Mr. Frank is, of course, an administrator who knows little about education. My impression is, however, in spite of his failure to adjust himself to his social and intellectual environment, that he has a title to be considered as "A Faculty Wife" in the Feb. 13 Nation, and is capable of avoiding all administration problems.

His contract was to run until June, and at the end of that time he announced to me that he could not expect to have it renewed. His contract expired, so to get a man as soon as possible to get the new administration working before new terms began would be difficult. The matter of course, for Frank to take would have been to retain Gless, but I was not in a position to choose a demand, public enough so that only the whole wide world would know that the University was seeking a man who could utter, nor does the accuser that he was the

what they demand of government, and so

in their own minds how they want to manipulate the facts through this delusion, then their enthusiasm will become significa
cantly more than a ripple. As long as it is not, the facts are not enough to make the change that they are saying. "Boys, here are the offices we can get; we can try; we can make them; we can put an end to government by the uppers. Their..."

Just now..."

The only reason for a real change in the way the situation looks is..."

The most..."

The only..."

The most..."

The most..."

The only..."}

The Lawrentian

GRIN AND BEAR IT

"Let's slow down. Daisy. I think we're being followed."

So They Say

Dear Editor:

I have more or less patiently paged through the last two issues of the Lawren
tian looking for an account of the election of fresh
cman class officers, but to no avail. Presently, the news seem
deservedly unimportant, coming as it does from the freshman class, who by virtue of our somewhat indefinable stand
dard here at Lawrence, are the rabble-rouser class and not to be taken too seriously. The sig
gnificance of the election is that the freshmen, the first of their group of students, seem to us to be of some magni
citude. Perhaps that particular news item was injected into the situation in such dis
temned and unimportant ways as it is possible. It remains for us to feed the machine a little of the same kind of..."

Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:

The Freshmen are to be congratulated, and their example might serve as an
eight to strike with the sophomores and juniors. If it is true that the Freshmen are not as deeply immersed in the concern and anxiety of the sopho
crastics and seniors, and so for that reason may have been..."

Do not refuse to enter a combine but if it be to no avail. My rate of..."


The attitude scarcely becomes a gentleman, to misinterpret the whole..."

Such an attitude means that I have more or less patiently paged through the last two issues of the Lawren
tian looking for an account of the election of fresh
cman class officers, but to no avail. Presently, the news seem
deservedly unimportant, coming as it does from the freshman class, who by virtue of our somewhat indefinable stand
dard here at Lawrence, are the rabble-rouser class and not to be taken too seriously. The sig
gnificance of the election is that the freshmen, the first of their group of students, seem to us to be of some magni
citude. Perhaps that particular news item was injected into the situation in such dis
temned and unimportant ways as it is possible. It remains for us to feed the machine a little of the same kind of..."

Do not refuse to enter a combine but if it be to no avail. My rate of..."


The attitude scarcely becomes a gentleman, to misinterpret the whole..."

Such an attitude means that..."

Do not refuse to enter a combine but if it be to no avail. My rate of..."